Introduction {#Sec1}
============

During the last decade, China's engagement with Europe has intensified, leading to greater attention and debate about the former's global and regional role. Chinese investment in the European infrastructure and high-tech sectors has triggered increased suspicion about the country's intentions. At the same time, China's growing influence through sub-regional arrangements and perceived prowess to manipulate European unity has made Brussels more apprehensive. A European response to China's actions started to emerge in 2016 with the publication of a new China strategy paper, and was reflected in new policy initiatives, such as EU's connectivity initiative. Until 2019, the changing EU stance towards China was rather low profile and indirect, but this has changed with the publication of the strong-worded *Strategic Outlook* and the implementation of an EU investment screening framework.

Until the beginning of 2018, China's self-confident international posturing, which reached a temporary apex at the 2017 Chinese Communist Party congress, where the Chinese president and party leader Xi Jinping boasted China's world power status, had led to decreased willingness to compromise and refusal to seek out common positions with the EU. The 2016 and 2017 EU-China summit meetings did not produce a joint statement, due to disagreements over trade affairs and the question of China's market economy status. Things only began to change when the USA under President Donald Trump started to impose tariffs on Chinese imports in January 2018. China realized it urgently needed to improve its relationship with the EU, in order to prevent a simultaneous deterioration of the relationships with its most important trading partners.

The Chinese rapprochement is taking place during a time of a determined European China policy readjustment. Amid the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has created new uncertainties and risks domestically as well as globally, how will this readjustment affect China's assessment of the relationship vis-à-vis key issues and the overall development trend after the EU leadership change?

China's rapprochement amid EU's policy readjustment {#Sec2}
===================================================

2018 was a year of rapprochement between China and the EU. Against the background of Trump-infused uncertainties in international affairs, Chinese officials made several rhetorical efforts to demonstrate commonalities and alignments on global issues, such as climate protection, multilateralism and free trade. During a press conference at the National People's Congress in March 2018, China's foreign minister, Wang Yi, identified global governance as a promising field of cooperation between both actors with the aim to safeguard the global free trade system (Wang [@CR16]).

During the EU-China summit in July 2018, both agreed on a joint statement in which the Europeans were able to include several key points regarding multilateralism and a reference to a rules-based order. In December 2018, China published its third policy paper on the EU, which highlighted China's interest to strengthen its relationship with the EU. The policy paper put heavy emphasis on global interconnectedness and interdependence, which was seen to be challenged by the unholy alliance of "unilateralism", "protectionism" and "de-globalization"---an indirect reference to Trump's foreign policy. It urged the EU and China to consider their "extensive common interests" and jointly promote multilateralism and an open, inclusive and balanced economic globalization ("Full text of China's Policy Paper on the European Union" [@CR1]).

The publication of the *Strategic Outlook* in March 2019, which defined China as a partner, competitor and rival and questioned the balance between challenges and opportunities presented by China, however, did not fit well into the Chinese narrative of the EU and China as "defenders of multilateralism" or "anchors of stability", who together elevate the relationship and resist (US) "unilateralism, protectionism and de-globalization". Unsurprisingly, Chinese officials immediately rejected the term "rival" and linked it to a Cold War thinking (Vinocur and Cerulus [@CR15]). But while until late 2018, Chinese officials would still suggest to see each other as partners instead of competitors, they started to increasingly accept the formerly disputed term "competition", and included it into their diplomatic talk, but with an emphasis on "healthy competition" instead of "vicious competition".

Chinese academics and foreign policy experts have anticipated a shift in Europe's China policy. Already in 2017, a prominent think-tank expert identified the emergence of a new European stance towards China, which could "impose complications" (Cui [@CR6]). The changing European attitude towards China is attributed to an unstable international environment, internal challenges to European unity, and a shifting balance within the EU-China relationship in economic competitiveness favouring China (Sun [@CR19]). Chinese experts point out China's stability and continuity when describing China's attitude towards the EU. They see the European attitude towards China and EU-China cooperation as wavering and uncertain. Consequently, Europeans are not able to decide whether they want to engage with China on pragmatic or value-based terms. Chinese experts have identified a tendency towards a "re-ideologization" of EU's China policy (Zhou and Yin [@CR4]). According to this assessment, the EU is entirely responsible for complicating the relationship and it is up to Brussels to decide how to go on with it.

Chinese view of current key issues {#Sec3}
==================================

While there are unresolved long-term disputes between the EU and China over a European arms embargo, human rights and China's trade practices and market economy status, the recent European readjustment of its relationship with China has created new disagreements and even tensions across a range of issues, particularly in areas like connectivity, investment screening and 5G.

The European perception of the Chinese connectivity initiative, the Belt and Road Initiative (in short BRI), has changed from cautiously positive in the beginning to rather negative at the moment. The EU so far has shown little interest in joining the initiative, due to concerns about transparency, sustainable investment and unequal access to the bidding process of BRI projects. Chinese commentators explain the European hesitance to endorse the BRI by pointing out exaggerated worries about its geopolitical implications. One researcher even suggests that framing BRI as a threat might contribute to European cohesion (Cui [@CR7]).

In autumn 2018, the EU has announced its own connectivity initiative, which seeks to promote connectivity with "European characteristics", emphasizing sustainability, comprehensiveness and rules---attributes often seen as missing in the BRI. China's reaction to the European connectivity initiative has been rather reserved. The Chinese Foreign Ministry commented in cryptic words that it hopes the EU will "play a constructive role in advancing the Eurasian connectivity and send out the positive signal of promoting economic cooperation among the Eurasian countries" (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China [@CR14]). Chinese experts do not see it as a challenge to the BRI, but more as a recognition of it. In general, they identify more convergence than divergence in the connectivity plans and see it as a part of a broad Asia policy framework, which will shape EU-China relations. However, as two academics cautioned, should one side read too much into "strategic intentions" or "deliberately distort" the initiatives, bridging the two connectivity initiatives might become very difficult, and it could eventually become a new point of disagreement between the two actors (Fang and Yin [@CR10]).

The EU investment screening framework, which was implemented in March 2019, is often regarded as a reaction to a surge of Chinese investment and the take-over of several European high-tech companies. After years of asking the Chinese side to grant more market access to European businesses and failed promises by the Chinese government to do so, the implementation of the screening framework is also an attempt to create more reciprocity by restricting access to the European market, while at the same time pushing China to open up its own.

The Chinese government was, of course, not very happy about the European plan to better control foreign investments. Its response to it was nevertheless quite remarkable. Chinese representatives asked the EU to remain open, provide a level-playing field and avoid taking any discriminatory measures against Chinese companies. These demands must have sounded very familiar to European ears, for it were EU representatives which used to present them to their Chinese interlocutors (and they still do). Remarks by the Chinese envoy to the EU, who rejected "absolute reciprocity" and vaguely stated that China will eventually open up, but according to its own initiative, further contributed to this rhetorical stalemate (Zhang [@CR11]).

Despite these diplomatic antics, two studies by experts affiliated to the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) about the investment screening framework show a different picture. According to them, the framework itself seems not very threatening. They point out the relative weakness of the framework compared with similar ones in the USA or Australia, and they expect Chinese investment into the EU to grow and to also flow into European high-tech sectors. However, experts are wary of the implications the Europe-wide screening might have for Chinese investment, for it could trigger more restrictions and the establishment of screening mechanisms in more member states as well as increase the sensitivity of Chinese investments into the EU (Hu [@CR22]). More importantly, they see the investment screening as a part of a larger European policy readjustment, in which Europe choses "selective trade protectionism" instead of "unilateral market openness" (Ye [@CR2]).

In early 2019, US representatives have increased their efforts to convince European countries to exclude the Chinese telecommunication equipment producer Huawei from their future 5G infrastructure, due to security concerns, including Huawei's relationship with Chinese state security organs. Since then, the EU has published two reports on the possible risks and mitigation of risks regarding cybersecurity. The reports particularly highlight the risks regarding close links between the supplier of telecommunication equipment and a government of a third country. Despite the clear China reference, the issue is far from settled and several member states are undecided whether or not to allow Huawei to participate in the public tender. A European-wide decision about Huawei will likely depend on the position of Germany, which is the most important telecommunication market in Europe.

Unsurprisingly, security concerns about Huawei are refuted by Chinese officials as being "fabricated stories" and "schemes" and as creating a "presumption of guilt". Ironically, China has asked to refrain from politicizing cyber security, abusing and "unilateralizing" the concept of national security, and warns that arguing on these grounds could eventually create a precedent for future restrictions on other products (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China [@CR12]). Instead, it urges the EU to make a "facts-based, fair and independent assessment that truly serves its own interests" about Huawei, and by implication banning Huawei is not in the interests of Europe (Wang [@CR17]). To underline this point, Chinese ambassadors in several European countries have made public efforts to defend Huawei and even offered veiled threats, stating that in case European lawmakers decide to not allow Huawei to participate in building 5G networks in Europe, European countries might expect retaliation (Shi [@CR9]).

Chinese academics regard the issue surrounding Huawei as an indicator of persistent US influence in Europe. According to this view, the EU is facing US pressure to deny Huawei the participation in the build-up of the European 5G network. In this context, some experts see Europe striving for strategic autonomy vis-à-vis the USA, while others warn about the consequences of siding with the Americans, for such an inclination could possibly be the beginning of a new Cold War (Cui [@CR8]).

The impact of the COVID-19 crisis on EU-China relations {#Sec4}
=======================================================

The outbreak of the COVID-19 virus pandemic in Europe has altered the dynamic of the EU-China relationship. Not only has it prevented a first meeting of the new European leadership with their Chinese counterparts in late March, it has also exposed a high dependence on Chinese produced medical equipment and highlighted China's diplomatic assertiveness. While European member states were struggling to contain the spread of the virus, China stepped in and very visibly provided medical supplies to severely affected European countries. Initially, China's response was welcomed by the EU, despite it bypassing EU institutions, but its positive image as a generous partner was subsequently tainted, when some Chinese officials deliberately promoted conspiracy theories, aggressively spread disinformation and lobbied European politicians to publicly laud China's management of the crisis.

Chinese officials have put forward a narrative which highlights China's frontline role in combating the "threat to humanity", while at the same time calling for international solidarity and multilateralism. China criticizes the "politicization of cooperation to combat the epidemic", but this does not apply to the promotion of its own political concepts, since Chinese officials have openly advanced the notion of "a community of shared future" in response to the pandemic (Xinhua [@CR18]). This can be seen as an attempt to claim discourse power and shape the international crisis-management narrative according to China's image. This tale also handily passes over questions regarding shortcomings in China's own handling of the crisis during the early stages of the outbreak.

While the key issues in the relationship that existed at the start of the pandemic have not changed, the new crisis-driven dynamic might have solidified the negative perceptions of China in the EU, and the emerging trend towards a realistic assessment of the relationship appears to have been reinforced by China's capricious handling of the crisis and its diplomatic behaviour. Shortly after the outbreak of the virus, several EU and member state officials called for reducing reliance on China for medical supplies and for relocating production and supply chains. At the same time, some member states have tightened investment screening regulations and the EU Competition Commissioner has recommended buying stakes in key companies, if necessary, to forestall possible takeovers by Chinese companies.

Chinese experts on the EU have recognized the shifting European perceptions due to China's "politics of generosity" and argued that China should be more sensitive about European unity and not create an impression that China is taking advantage of the situation (Feng [@CR21]). A common concern among the expert community is the question surrounding the economic and trade relationship---and particularly a possible relocation of production and supply chains. A prominent CASS researcher points out that a large-scale relocation seems unlikely, but the question ultimately depends on how both sides cooperate during the crisis (Zhou [@CR3]).

Looking forward: emerging trends in EU-China relations {#Sec5}
======================================================

The global pandemic has hit EU-China relations at a sensitive time. The EU leadership change has ushered into a new period of difficult readjustment of the bloc's relationship with China. The EU aspires to become a geopolitical power, it has made China a priority on its ambitious agenda and it seeks to stress the geopolitical and strategic dimensions of the EU-China relationship over the trade and economic one. Similarly, Chinese officials have on many occasions stated that they will prioritize the relationship with the EU in 2020, and announced that the relationship has reached a "new historical starting point" (Wang Yiwei [@CR20]). Nevertheless, it is debatable if China has the same aspiration to upgrade the relationship's geopolitical and strategic dimension, since often times, in the Chinese discussion, the trade and economic relationship is equalled to or is identified as being "strategic". Furthermore, with high-level diplomatic arrangements in a state of limbo due to the impact of the global pandemic, it is doubtful whether the relationship will achieve the envisioned upgrade in (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China [@CR13]).

Chinese experts are split about the future prospects of the EU-China relationship. One group of experts expects the relationship to become more strained, due to a continued toughening up of European policy towards China. However, unlike the USA, they expect that the EU will not directly confront China, but be more indirect and ambiguous about its pushback. The possible extension of power by the EU institutions is identified by one expert as the biggest danger for a regression in the relationship (Yiwei [@CR20]). Striking a more optimistic note, another group claims that despite current problems, the bilateral trade will stabilize the relationship and converging interests on multilateralism and free trade will provide enough opportunities for cooperation. (Zhou and Jin [@CR5]). Some experts hold the opinion that the management of the pandemic can be an opportunity to promote the development of the relationship and to eliminate prejudice against China. Europe's quest for strategic autonomy is usually regarded as positive, since it could lead to a reduction in reliance on the USA---which fits into China's long-held dream of Europe as an independent pole in a multipolar world.

According to the Chinese perspective, if the two sides really want to continue the development of the strategic partnership, they need to straighten out their "misperception", enhance "strategic mutual trust" and the "consciousness of partnership". Chinese diplomats and international affairs experts regularly complain that the EU misinterprets China's intentions and its international role, which, according to them, leads to wrong judgements and creates tensions between both. However, one cannot help but notice the cognitive dissonance between what China says and China does, or promises to do. It wants open access to the European market and warns the EU about discriminating against Chinese companies, but does not live up to its language regarding its own market access. Furthermore, China complains about politicizing cyber security, while at the same time heavily censors its own Internet under the premise of "cyber sovereignty". Finally, it points out that a united Europe is in its interest, while bypassing the EU during its coronavirus "mask diplomacy", threatening the said unity.

Regarding the biggest inhibiting factor for building mutual trust, the Chinese leadership has been very eager to signal to the new EU leadership right from the beginning that China's sovereignty and its internal affairs are off-limits for Europeans to comment on. Given the human rights violations in Xinjiang, the ever-shrinking space for China's civil society and the tense situation in Hong Kong, it's doubtful the Europeans will stop paying attention to these issues and unlikely that the two sides will overcome this mutual "trust deadlock" any time soon

The new EU leadership therefore should be aware that its relationship with a more confident China will grow more and more complex, selective and maybe even retaliatory. Despite the ceasefire in the US-China trade war, the US-China relationship shows clear signs of further deterioration since the outbreak of the crisis. This could lead to a stronger Chinese orientation towards the EU, eventually benefiting EU's negotiation position regarding the conclusion of an investment agreement by the end of 2020. However, given the uncertainties about the overall damage to the European economy due to the virus and the divisions within the EU exposed by the crisis and exploited by China, the EU has to overcome its own internal inconsistencies and reevaluate a strategic hierarchy of policy goals it wants to achieve with China.
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